
ON THE UNIFORMIZATION OF SOUSLIN S SETS

R. C. WILLMOTT1

1. Introduction. A set £ in a cross product space XX Y is said to

be uniformized by a set U if Í/C-E; the projections ILr-E and îlx U of

£and Uonto X coincide; and for each x£IXxE the set ({x} X Y)i\U

of points of U above x is a singleton. (For a detailed discussion of

the problem of uniformization see C. A. Rogers and R. C. Willmott

[6].) M. Kondô [2] showed that if E is the complement of a Souslin

S set in the Euclidean plane (or, more generally, the cross product

of two complete separable metric spaces), then a uniformizing set

U may be chosen which is again the complement of a Souslin S set.

He showed further [2, Theorem 7, p. 230] that if £ is a Souslin S

set then U may be chosen to be a set from the projective class

J52 = P2nC2, where P2 is the family of projections of complements

of Souslin S sets and C2 is the family of complements of sets of P2.

In a recent paper, C. A. Rogers and R. C. Willmott [6], studying

the first result of Kondô, removed almost all conditions on the space

X. They also considered the case where F is a descriptive Borel

set (see C.A. Rogers [4]), obtaining a partial uniformization result

(Theorem 19) in terms of a complement of a Souslin S set. M. Sion

[8], studying the case of an analytic set (which is a Souslin S set in

a complete separable metric space; see, e.g. Bressler and Sion [l,

Theorem 5.7]) also removed almost all conditions on X and some on

Y, and concentrated his attention on the properties of the uniformiz-

ing set as a function, e.g. measurable for a large class of measures, not

concerning himself with its set-theoretic properties.

In this paper, using methods of Rogers and Willmott [ó], the

second result of Kondô is generalized in Theorem 2 by removing all

conditions on X, and by finding for a Souslin S set E a uniformizing

set U which is the difference between E and a 3)„-set, where 3) is the

family of differences of Souslin S sets. U is a member of the family

of 2D„5-sets, a subset of B2 in a complete separable metric space. It

is known that there exist Souslin S sets in the plane which cannot be

uniformized either by a Souslin S set or by the complement of a

Souslin S set (see, e.g. [7, p. 57]). The case where F is a descriptive

Borel set is also considered and a result, Theorem 3, is obtained for

a Souslin S set using the difference between the Souslin S set and a
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2X-set, which is analogous to that obtained in [6, Theorem 19], for

the complement of a Souslin $F set using the complement of a Souslin

ï set.

I am grateful to Professor C. A. Rogers for an observation which

led to a reduction of the type of the uniformizing set in these theorems.

2. Definitions and notation. All definitions and notation are those

of [ó]. The following should suffice for those parts of this paper which

are independent or are statements of theorems.

I denotes the family of sequences of positive integers. For iEI,

i\ n is the w-tuple i\, H, • • • , in; and

7,1» = {j El: j\ n = i\ n},

called a Baire interval of order n. The Baire intervals form a base

for a topology on 7; with this topology I is a homeomorph of the ir-

rational numbers.

Souslin £F in X is the family of sets A having a representation of

the form

00

i=Un   A(i\n),

where each set A(i\n) is closed in X. This Souslin representation is

said to be disjoint if for each i,jEI,

00 00

fi  A(i\n)C\ H  A(j\n) =0       ifip*/
n=l n-1

In a complete separable metric space, Souslin iF coincides with the

classical family of analytic sets (see, e.g. Bressler and Sion [l, Theorem

5.7]). Souslin sets with disjoint representations are studied in [6,

§§4, 5 and 8].

Borel Souslin 5 in X is the smallest family containing Souslin SF

in X and closed under complementation and countable unions.

A function K from 7 to the compact subsets of a topological space

X is said to be semicontinuous if for each ioEI and open set G oí X

with K(i<¡) CG, there exists an open set Oof I with 7oGO and 7C[0]CG.

A set in a Hausdorff space X is called descriptive Borel if it has a

representation of the form K~[l] = \Jiei K(i) where K is a semicon-

tinuous function from 7 to the compact subsets of X such that

K(i)r\K(j) = 0 if i&j. For properties of descriptive Borel sets see

C. A. Rogers [4].

3. Theorems. We establish our main result in XXI and subse-
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quently use mapping techniques of Rogers and Willmott [ó] to ex-

tend it to other spaces.

Let 2D be the family of differences of Souslin S sets. Then the uni-

formizing set in the following theorem

oo oo

U = A ~ U   W» = (I   (A~Wn)
n=l n=l

is an Sj-set, where S is the family of sets E of the form

E = A ~ (B ~ C) = (A ~ B)VJ (A C\ B C\ C),

where A, B and C are Souslin S sets. Clearly

Sj C £>„{ C Borel Souslin S.

In a complete separable metric space, B2 contains Souslin S, is closed

under complementation and countable unions (see, e.g. [7, p. 21 ]) and

hence contains Borel Souslin S.

Theorem 1. Let X be a topological space. Then a Souslin S set A

in XXI can be uniformized by the difference between A and a £>,-set.

Proof. Let A be a Souslin S set in XXI. Then, by the first part

of the proof of Theorem 17 in [ó], A has a representation

00

A = U   D  F(i\n),
iel n=l

where for each *'£/ and »^ 1,

F(i\n) = B(i\n) XC(i\n),

where B(i\ n) is closed in X and C(i\ n) is empty or is a Baire interval

in / of ordere». We may suppose that for each i£7 and m=T,

C(i\ w + 1) CC(i\ n), for otherwise, setting

F'(i\n) = B(i\n) X 0  C(i\ m),
m=l

we have the F'(i\ ») of the required form since two Baire intervals

are either disjoint or one is contained in the other, and clearly

U   H  F'(i\n) = U   0  F(i\n) = A.
iel n=l iel n=l

Now for iEI, fft^l, set

oo

A(i| m) =    U     Ç] F(j\n)CAr\ F(i\ m).
J'eIi\m n=1
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Let

' ni—1 \ n\— 1

7i= Ü |"/i(»i)r\("u n^i^x^'u ¿r»~|,
n1=2 L \ j,=l / j>_l J

oo        oo    r / ni—I \

F2=   U     U  \A(nhn2)r\l   U  UxA(nu p) X I)
"1=1   "2™2 L. ^   P"=l '

(712-1 m—1 \ ■

U  i4(»i,i)U  U  A(p)\
P=i p=i /.

and, in general,

00 00 00

V, = u  • • •   u    u
ni=l 7if_ i=l    ns=2

n,-l

A(nu • • • , n.) H Í   U  LW(«1; • • • , w._i, ¿) X 7j

~(

P=

ftg—1 «a—1—1

U   A(nu • • • , »,_i, />) W    U   ^l(wi, • • •, n„-2, p)
p=\ p=i

m-l

U    U
P-l /

Finally, set Z7=^4'~US" t V, and check:

(1) As Ii\m is homeomorphic to 7, each A(i\m) is a Souslin ÍF set

in XXI, and so, by the result in [5], H\A(i\m) is Souslin J in X,

as is 11x^4 (/| i») X7inXX7. Hence each VB is a 2D„-set, as is \J^L1 Vs.

(2) UCA trivially.

(3) UXA =TlxU. By (2) it suffices to show that ILXA CRxU. Sup-
pose xGn.y.4. As A =\JP°=1 A(p), there exists a least integer, i\, such

thatxGLIx A (ii).

By construction of V\ and the choice of i\, V\ contains all points

of A outside A(i{) which project onto x, but contains no points of

^4(î'i) which project onto x. That is

TÍx\x) r\(A~ Vi) = Ux\x) H Aiii) * 0.

As A (ii) C F(ii) = B (ii) X C(ii), we have

Ylx\x)r\A(ii)C {x} XC(ii),

and xEB(ii), C(ñ)^0.

Again, A(ii) = \Jp=j A(ii, p), and there exists a first integer, i2,

such that xGIIjç A(ii, ii). By construction of V2 and the choice of

ii and ii, Vi contains all points of A (ii) outside A (ii, i2) which project
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onto x, but contains no points of A(iít i2) which project onto x.

Then Vi<JV2 contains all points of A outside A(ii, i2) which project

onto x, but contains no points of A(ii, i2) which project onto x, i.e.

Ux\x) n U ~ (Vi u v2)\ = iix\x) r\ a (h, ¿o ^ 0.

Again Hx\x)i^A(ii, i2)C{x} XC(iu i2),xEB(ii, i2), and C(k, i2)¥^0.
Continuing, we obtain î'£I such that for each n = 1,

Ux\x) H Ïa ~ ( Ü   F,)l = Ex (*) r\A(i\n)* 0,

Ux\x) r\A(i\n)C{x} X C(i\ n),

xEB(i\ n), and C(i\n)^0.
Now, as C(i\n + l)CC(i\n), and as C(i\n) is a Baire interval of

orderen, it follows that ("),£.i C(i|») is a singleton. Let n~-i C(i|»)

= {y}. Then

CO CO 00

(*> y) g n [3(í| ») x c(i| «)] = n f(í¡ ») = n a(í\ »).
n=»l n=.l n=l

Then for all »,

(*, y) £ n^c» r\ ¿(; | n) - iix\x) r\ Û   7.1
i=i     J

and so

oo    / n \ eo

(*, y) G fi ( il ~ U  V, ) = A ~ U  F. = (7.
n-l \ «=1        / .=1

Hence x£nx U and nx.4 CIIx U.
(4) Finally, for x£11x^4 =IixU, we have from a formula in (3),

for each »,

HxO) H fia ~ Û   F.l C {*} X C(i\ n),

and hence

Tix\x)r\u=r\ Itlz\x)c\(a~\j vn\]

M CO

C H   [{x} X C(i\ n)\ = {x} X PI  C(i\ n),
n-l n=l

so that Hx1(x)r\U is a singleton. This completes the proof.
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The next theorem generalizes Kondô's result on the uniformization

of a Souslin S set in the product of two complete separable metric

spaces. It is well known that a complete separable metric space is a

continuous one-to-one image of a closed subset of 7 (see, e.g. [3, p.

443]).

Theorem 2. Suppose Y is a continuous one-to-one image of a closed

subset H of I, X is a topological space, and E is a Souslin S set in

XXY. Then E can be uniformized by the difference between E and a

S3,-set.

Proof. Let g be a continuous function defined on 77 which maps

77 one-to-one onto Y. Define 0: XXH-+XX Y by setting

<j>(x, i) = (x, g(i))       for all x E X,   i G 77.

Then, as in the proof of Theorem 18 in [ó], <p is a continuous one-to-

one function on XX 77 onto XXY which preserves Souslin S sets,

i.e. if B is a Souslin S set in XXH, then <p[B] is Souslin S in XX Y.

As <p is continuous, A =<p~1[E] is a Souslin S set in XXH and hence

in XXI as 77 is closed in 7. By Theorem 1, there is a 2D„-set, V, in

XX7 such that A~V uniformizes A. We have FC^CXX77 and

evidently V is also a 2D„-set in XX 77. Clearly

U = <t>[A ~ V] = <t>[A] ~ <p[v] = E ~ <¡>[V]

uniformizes E. Finally, <p[V] is a SD„-set in XX F since <f> preserves

Souslin S sets and unions, and being one-to-one, also preserves dif-

ferences.

Theorem 3. Let X be a topological space, Y a Hausdorff space with

a representation Y = K[l] as a descriptive Borel set. Suppose that each

open set in XXY has a disjoint Souslin representation. Let A be a

Souslin S set in XXY. Then there is a set U which is the difference

between A and a £)<,-set in XXY, and which satisfies

(a) UCA,
(b) IlxA=IlxU, and
(c) for each xEKxA, the set IIy[Lr£l(x)rW] is compact and con-

tained in some set K(i) with i G 7.

Proof. Let A have the representation

00

A = A[I],       A(i) = H  A(i\n),
n-l

the sets A (i\ n) being closed. Then, as in the proof of Theorem 19 in

[6], let
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XX Y = F[I],       F(i) = n  F(i\n)
n=l

be a representation of XX F such that the sets F(i\ n) are closed, and

each set A (i\ n) is the union of those fragments F(î) that it meets,

and such that for each i£J, there is a/£7 such that for each integer

m~\, there exists an integer » with

F[L\n] CXX K[lj\m}.

As in the proof of that theorem we define a map a: XX Y-+XXI by

setting for each x£X, y£ F, w(x, y) = (x, i), where i = i(x, y) is the

unique i in / with (x, y)EF(i). Then again toA is a Souslin ï set in

XXI. By Theorem 1, there exist Souslin S sets Bs, C, in XXI such

that

oo

IF = co¿~ U   (B.~C.)
»=i

uniformizes £0^4. Let Z7 = co-1[^]- Properties (a), (b), and (c) follow

for Uas in the proof of Theorem 19 in [ó]. It remains to show that U

is the difference between A and a 2D,-set in XX F. We have

U = >A~V (B. ~ C.)

"'M] ~ ( Ü (^[Bs] ~ «^[C.])).

Using Theorem 8 of [ó] as in the proof of Theorem 19 in [ó], we

have w_1[5s] and co-1[C] Souslin S sets in XX F. Finally, by defini-

tion of w, w~1[ij}F(i)] = F(i) for i in /, and as each set A(i\ n) is the

union of the fragments F(i) that it meets the same is true of each

A(i) =C\™_1 A(i\n), and so also w~1[wA(i)]= A(i) for i in /. Hence

co-1[w^]!= co-fco U A(I)~] = U u-l[uA(i)] = U A
L     ¿6/ J ¿SI 16/

«
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